
Bypassing 
burnout & 

dealing with 
dumpster fires









Who Are We? 



INSERT Em, Myka, and Sean pics here







Life has looked a 
little different

this past 25 
months



Life has looked a 
little different 

this past 25 
months









Ok, if I’m being 
honest...





My new favorite 
phrase

...and two new favorite f-words



Dumpster fire
(noun, US 
informal): 

"an utterly 
calamitous or 
mismanaged 
situation or 
occurrence: 

disaster."

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/dumpster%20fire


Fluid
flexible



Sure, let’s make a plan!



LIMINAL
Relating to a transitional or initial 
stage of a process

Occupying a position at, or on both 
sides of, a boundary or threshold

The time between what was and 
what’s next



What impact
is this 

having?



OUCH
!



Before we get 
started, 

I want you to 
pandiculate.





Don’t knock anything over!



strategY
micro

practice radical
presence





Pinky toe & 
focus (pun)



Let’s talk about 
how we are 
showing up



How I actually 
look







strategY
micro

ChaNge
your approach



“I CAN’T DROP THIS PEN.”



Watch out 
for:



Just



I’m Just a...



We’re just...



That’s just 
how he is...



She’s just a...



This is how 
we do it



It is what it is



That’s just how 
things are 

around here...



ADJust





There are two things 
that get in the way of 
productive dialogue



OUR MOUTHS
&

OUR BRAINS



Goals of Extraordinary Dialogue
1. Learn 

(Mind The Illusion of Certainty)

2. Find the Truth / Best Path Forward
(Monitor Perception vs. Reality)

3. Produce Results
(Are we moving towards action?)

4. Strengthen Relationships
(No lower back tattoos required)



Mastering 
your story



FEEL ACT



ACTION



ACTION TELL A 
STORY



ACTION TELL A 
STORY JUDGMENT



ACTION TELL A 
STORY JUDGMENT FEEL



ACTION TELL A 
STORY JUDGMENT FEEL REACTION



Mastering your story
Question your conclusions

ü Did you tell yourself a story without facts or 
perceptions? 

ü What meaning are you adding to the action you 
observed?



Mastering your story
Question the stories in your mind behind the 
actual events that took place (facts)

ü Why would a reasonable, rational person do or 
say this? 

ü What’s your role in the conflict? 



Experiment 
with the 

bs bucket



The 
doubt 

jar



strategY
micro

think 
integration, 
not balance



Balance: 
a condition in which elements are equal to or in the correct proportions; 

an even distribution of weight causing something or someone to stay upright 
and steady 

Balance: 
a condition in which elements are equal to or in the correct proportions; 

an even distribution of weight causing something or someone to stay upright 
and steady 





Integration: 
To integrate; to combine one thing with another so it becomes whole



The truth is...
Work follows us home, and home follows us to work

Compartmentalizing doesn’t work for everyone

It always gets messy at some point



navigating
WORK/Life 

integration



Stop 
shoulding

yourself



How many of you
have ever 

should
on yourselVES? 

(In public or in private)



SHOULD
SHOULD

SHOULD

SHOULD
SHOULD

SHOULD

SHOULD
SHOULD

SHOULD SHOULD
SHOULD

SHOULD

SHOULD
SHOULD SHOULD

SHOULD
SHOULDSHOULD

SHOULD



How many of you
have ever been

should on
by someone else? 



SHOULD
SHOULD

SHOULD

SHOULD
SHOULD

SHOULD

SHOULD
SHOULD

SHOULD SHOULD
SHOULD

SHOULD

SHOULD
SHOULD SHOULD

SHOULD
SHOULDSHOULD

SHOULD



GUILT



Where does this 
come from?







integration:
reduce the guilt 
factor







integration:
reframe your 
focus



NO



NO YES





Research shows up to 

80% 
of the thoughts 

we have in a day are negative 



Our brains 
are wired to 
answer the 
questions 
we ask

“Why do I always 
make mistakes?”

“How can I possibly keep
screwing this up?

“Why am I such an idiot?”
“Why am I so stupid?”



“Why am I so stupid?”

I am stupid because…
Our Brains Like to Project Certainty







integration:
leave the gremlins 
on the table



Differentiate between: 

CONCERN WORRY





strategY
micro

Tame those 
thoughts



The 4 categories of 
human experience



CIRCUMSTANCES



CIRCUMSTANCES

THOUGHTS 



CIRCUMSTANCES

THOUGHTS 

EMOTIONS



CIRCUMSTANCES

THOUGHTS 

EMOTIONS

BEHAVIORS



The 3 B’s
Bag It Barter It Better It



a.c.t. Tools
Acceptance & 

Commitment THerapy



I’m having the 
thought that...



I notice
I’m having the 

thought that...



Give it a title



“I’m a fraud”



Put it to music





NICOLE LANCE
FRAU

D



strategY
micro

Create an 
intentional

cadence







Ask powerful questions
® I can, but do I want to? 

® Is this really working for me?

® How does this feel in my body?

® Is this what I want (what I really really want)?



strategY
micro

Fine-tune your 
frequency







practice
conscious release 

rituals



Why?



Attention,
intention, 
no tension

Also try this as a team!



Where is 
trying to find ME?



strategY
micro

Give yourself 
PERMISSION





Nicole Dailey Lance

@nicolelancecoaching

nicolelance.co

Be good to 

yourselves!


